Four Reading + Voice Activities

1. Chime-in Reading
   a. The teacher reads aloud.
   b. Students silently identify *key words* in the text.
   c. The teacher reads aloud again, and students *chime in*, speaking only their key words.

2. Choral Reading with Cupped Ears
   a. Students highlight the stressed words as the teacher reads aloud.
   b. Students read together in unison with cupped ears.

3. Silent Read and Repeat
   a. Teacher reads a line aloud.
   b. Students mouth the words (saying the line with no voice).
   c. Then students read the line aloud.

4. Recorded Reading
   a. Students record themselves reading a text.
   b. They listen to themselves and record until they are satisfied with their delivery.
   c. The teacher listens to the student’s recording and marks errors in the printed text. The teacher records a model of the marked words so that the student can listen and record again.